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abstract: All organisms must trade off resource allocation between
different life processes that determine their survival and reproduc-
tion. Malaria parasites replicate asexually in the host but must pro-
duce sexual stages to transmit between hosts. Because different spe-
cialized stages are required for these functions, the division of
resources between these life-history components is a key problem
for natural selection to solve. Despite the medical and economic
importance of these parasites, their reproductive strategies remain
poorly understood and often seem counterintuitive. Here, we tested
recent theory predicting that in-host competition shapes how par-
asites trade off investment in in-host replication relative to between-
host transmission. We demonstrate, across several genotypes, that
Plasmodium chabaudi parasites detect the presence of competing ge-
notypes and facultatively respond by reducing their investment in
sexual stages in the manner predicted to maximize their competitive
ability. Furthermore, we show that genotypes adjust their allocation
to sexual stages in line with the availability of exploitable red blood
cell resources. Our findings are predicted by evolutionary theory
developed to explain life-history trade-offs in more traditionally stud-
ied multicellular taxa and suggest that the answer to the long-standing
question of why so few transmission stages are produced is that in
most natural infections heavy investment in reproduction may com-
promise in-host survival.

Keywords: phenotypic plasticity, Plasmodium, transmission, survival,
life history, trade-off.

Introduction

Explaining variation in the life-history traits exhibited by
individuals is a major aim in evolutionary biology. Life-
history theory provides a solid foundation for understand-
ing plasticity in resource allocation trade-offs and can be
used to explain and predict the evolutionary consequences
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of environmental variation (Roff 1992; Stearns 1992).
There is also increasing interest in using an evolutionary
approach to understand how parasite life-history traits
shape within-infection dynamics and contribute to viru-
lence and transmission (e.g., Eisen and Schall 2000; Day
2003; Paul and Brey 2003; Paul et al. 2003; Foster 2005;
Reece et al. 2009). For organisms such as malaria (Plas-
modium) parasites, in which in-host replication and
between-host transmission are achieved by different spe-
cialized stages, the division of resources between these life-
history components is a key problem for natural selection
to solve. This is analogous to the trade-off between re-
production and maintenance faced by multicellular sex-
ually reproducing organisms (Koella and Antia 1995). The
assumption that reproduction is costly, resulting in trade-
offs between reproduction and survival and between cur-
rent and future reproductive effort, is a key concept in
evolutionary biology (Williams 1966).

Life-history theory has provided a wealth of predictions
for how the best solutions to resource allocation trade-
offs are influenced by the state of individuals and the
environments they experience (Williams 1966; Roff 1992;
Stearns 1992; Pigliucci 2001). However, precisely how in-
dividuals should adjust their allocation decisions when re-
sources become scarce is unclear. A decrease in the avail-
ability of resources can select for increased investment in
maintenance (survival), which is achieved by reducing re-
productive effort (“reproductive restraint”; Fischer et al.
2009; McNamara et al. 2009). Conversely, reduced survival
probability can favor increased investment in reproduction
(in the extreme, “terminal investment”; Williams 1966;
Charlesworth and Leon 1976; Fischer et al. 2009). These
investment decisions may lie at opposite ends of a con-
tinuum, and whether individuals can adopt the best so-
lution depends on the costs and constraints of plasticity
and the accuracy of available information. Testing how
individuals trade off investment between survival and re-
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production has been constrained by difficulties in mea-
suring reproductive effort for multicellular organisms
(Clutton-Brock 1984; but see Creighton et al. 2009). Re-
productive effort can be readily measured for malaria par-
asites; however, despite more than a century of research
into interventions that block reproduction, their invest-
ment strategies remain poorly understood (Reece et al.
2009). Previous studies suggest that when in-host survival
is threatened parasites increase investment in between-host
transmission at the expense of in-host replication (Buck-
ling et al. 1997, 1999b; Poulin 2003; Stepniewska et al.
2004; Bousema et al. 2008; Peatey et al. 2009), but recent
evolutionary theory predicts that the opposite should oc-
cur (Mideo and Day 2008; Mideo 2009).

As a general rule, malaria parasites appear to invest
remarkably little in transmission throughout infections
(Taylor and Read 1997); explanations for this apparent
reproductive restraint include reducing virulence experi-
enced by vectors, minimizing the extent to which hosts
develop transmission blocking immunity, and using nu-
merically dominant asexual stages to shield transmission
stages from attack by nonspecific immune factors (Taylor
and Read 1997; McKenzie and Bossert 1998). However,
recent formal theory predicts that within-host competition
for resources alone can be sufficient to select for repro-
ductive restraint (Mideo and Day 2008). Genetically mixed
infections are common (Babiker et al. 1991; Mayxay et al.
2004; Vardo and Schall 2007), so parasites frequently in-
teract with coinfecting genotypes (including con- and het-
erospecifics). That competition results in suppressed
growth and transmission of coinfecting genotypes is well
known, but the underlying contributions of exploitation
(e.g., for red blood cell resources) and apparent (immune-
mediated) competition are unclear (Taylor et al. 1997a;
Haydon et al. 2003; Mayxay et al. 2004; Bell et al. 2006;
Råberg et al. 2006; Barclay et al. 2008). Theory predicts
that parasites experiencing local competition (within the
host) should divert investment away from reproduction
to maximize their ability to replicate and thus exploit the
greatest share of red blood cell resources. The recent dis-
covery that malaria parasites can detect and respond to
the presence of unrelated competitors (Reece et al. 2008)
suggests that they could also use this information to decide
how much to invest in reproduction. Previous attempts
to test this prediction have been inconclusive (Taylor et
al. 1997b; Wargo et al. 2007b; Bousema et al. 2008), but
these studies did not consider patterns of reproductive
effort or performance of focal genotypes in mixed
infections.

Here, we used several genotypes of the rodent malaria
parasite Plasmodium chabaudi to test whether parasites
facultatively respond to in-host competition by decreasing
their investment in between-host transmission. We inves-

tigated how competition, resource availability, and genetic
variation interact to shape patterns of investment in ga-
metocytes during infections. First, we used a bank of ge-
notypes to test for genetic variation in patterns of ga-
metocyte investment throughout infections. Second, we
monitored three focal genotypes in single and mixed in-
fections with one or more competitors to test whether
investment in gametocytes is facultatively reduced in com-
petition. Third, we predicted that if reproductive restraint
in mixed infections enables parasites to gain the greatest
share of exploitable resources, then the investment deci-
sions of each genotype will be influenced by the availability
of these resources.

Methods

Infections and Experimental Design

We used Plasmodium chabaudi genotypes from the World
Health Organization Registry of Standard Malaria Para-
sites (University of Edinburgh). These wild-type clonal
genotypes were isolated from an area where mixed infec-
tions are frequent (Carter 1978). Infections described in
this article were originally set up to examine sex ratios in
single and mixed infections. Full details are available in
Reece et al. (2008). Briefly, the treatment groups were as
follows: (1) six groups of single-genotype infections, con-
sisting of AJ, AS, ER, CR, CW, or DK parasites;61 # 10
(2) two groups of two-genotype infections, one group with

AJ � AS parasites and a second group6 61 # 10 1 # 10
with AJ � ER parasites; and (3) one6 61 # 10 1 # 10
group of three-genotype infections with AJ �61 # 10

AS � ER parasites. Although the starting6 61 # 10 1 # 10
doses of parasites were higher in mixed infections than in
single infections, the starting dose of each focal genotype
was kept constant. This was necessary because comparing
the behavior of genotypes in different scenarios requires
initiating infections of focal genotypes in the same way
and manipulating only the in-host environment they ex-
perience (i.e., the presence or absence of competition) for
each treatment. Previous experiments have demonstrated
that variation in the number of parasites initiating infec-
tions has negligible effects on infection dynamics. Specif-
ically, varying starting densities from to2 81 # 10 1 # 10
parasites (for comparison, our infections varied from

to ) had very little effect on asexual pro-6 61 # 10 3 # 10
duction during infections (Timms et al. 2001) and, more
importantly, on gametocyte production (Timms 2001).
Thus, our experimental design is standard in studies ex-
amining the effect of in-host competition in malaria (in-
cluding de Roode et al. 2005a; Råberg et al. 2006; Reece
et al. 2008; Wargo et al. 2007b) and has also been used
for other systems (e.g., Balmer et al. 2009; Lohr et al. 2010).
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We used polymerase chain reaction assays (Drew and
Reece 2007) to distinguish and quantify the asexual stages
and gametocytes produced by each clone throughout in-
fection. Our assays enabled us to monitor each competitor
in the two-genotype infections, which maximized the
power of our analyses while minimizing the number of
mice required; however, because AS and ER cannot be
distinguished, we monitored only AJ in three-genotype
infections.

We used 6–8-week-old male MF1 mice (in-house sup-
plier, University of Edinburgh), and all treatment groups
contained five mice. Sampling was performed in the morn-
ing so that circulating parasites were in ring or early-
trophozoite stages and to obtain samples before DNA rep-
lication for the production of daughter progeny occurs.
We restricted our analysis to data collected between pa-
tency of infection (day 5 postinfection [PI]) and day 12
PI because (1) it minimized the time for the development
of strain-specific immunity (Quin and Langhorne 2001;
Achtman et al. 2007) that might kill gametocytes and po-
tentially confound estimates of parasite investment deci-
sions; (2) it maximized power for the analysis, given that
three mice in the treatment group with the most virulent
strain combination (AJ � ER) died on day 12 PI; and (3)
the effects of competition are strongest during the acute
phase (Bell et al. 2006). Red blood cell densities were es-
timated using flow cytometry (Coulter Counter, Beckman
Coulter; see Ferguson et al. 2003), and reticulocyte den-
sities were estimated from thin blood smears. All proce-
dures were conducted in accordance with the United King-
dom Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986.

Gametocyte Conversion Rate

Competitive suppression in mixed infections is well doc-
umented (Taylor et al. 1997a; Paul et al. 2002; de Roode
et al. 2004b, 2005a, 2005b; Bell et al. 2006; Råberg et al.
2006) and results in a reduction in the densities of all
competing genotypes (relative to those achieved in single
infections). Because suppressed genotypes have a smaller
pool of parasites from which to produce gametocytes, sim-
ply observing lower densities of gametocytes in mixed in-
fections would not reveal whether parasites had invested
a lower proportion of their number into developing as
sexual stages. Similarly, variation in gametocyte density
could be generated from the same relative level of in-
vestment by cohorts that simply differ in parasite number.
Therefore, we calculated the conversion rate (following
Buckling et al. 1999b), which is the standard method for
measuring investment in sexual stages (gametocytes). The
conversion rate represents the proportion of parasites in
a given synchronous cohort that differentiate into sexual
stages relative to asexual stages and takes into account the

growth rate for each genotype and the time asexual stages
and gametocytes take to mature (24 and 48 h, respectively)
in our P. chabaudi model system.

Analyses

We used R software (version 2.6.1; R Foundation for Sta-
tistical Computing; http://www.R-project.org) for all anal-
yses. We subjected conversion rates to arcsine square root
transformation and performed analyses using linear
mixed-effect models with mouse as a random effect to
overcome pseudoreplication problems of repeated sam-
pling of infections in each host. We followed model sim-
plification by sequentially dropping the least significant
term and comparing the change in deviance with and with-
out the term to x2 distributions until the minimal adequate
model was reached. Degrees of freedom corresponded to
the difference in the number of terms in the model. For
analyses reported in “Resource Availability,” the density
of available uninfected red blood cells was calculated by
deducting the daily total parasite density from the cor-
responding daily density of red blood cells.

Results

Gametocyte Investment during Infections

We monitored six wild-type genotypes (AS, AJ, ER, DK,
CR, and CW) of the rodent malaria parasite Plasmodium
chabaudi to test whether there is within-species genetic
variation for conversion rates during the acute stage of
infection. Each genotype followed significantly different
patterns of conversion across the course of its infections
(genotype # day PI: , ; fig. 1). Ge-2x p 111.05 P ! .000135

netic variation in a trait is required for selection to shape
its expression and could reflect differences in resource ac-
quisition abilities. Therefore, we tested whether conversion
rates are related to the abundance and age of available red
blood cell resources. The resources available to each par-
asite cohort explained significant variation in conversion
rates, with positive correlations between conversion rate
and red blood cell density for five of the six genotypes
( , ) and the proportion of red blood2x p 11.73 P p .0395

cells that were reticulocytes (young red blood cells;
, ) for all genotypes.2x p 4.42 P p .0361

Effect of Competition on Gametocyte Investment

We used three genotypes (AS, AJ, and ER) to test whether
conversion rates are adjusted in response to competition.
For each genotype, we compared the conversion rates pro-
duced in single infections to those produced in compe-
tition with different numbers of unrelated conspecifics.
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Figure 1: Genetic variation for investment in reproduction (transmission stages). Shown is the production of gametocyte stages relative to
asexual stages (conversion rate) for six wild-type Plasmodium chabaudi genotypes during the acute stage of infection. Error bars show the
SEM for five independent infections per genotype.

Because our quantitative polymerase chain reaction assays
could distinguish AJ asexual stages and gametocytes from
those of AS and ER but not between AS and ER (Drew
and Reece 2007), we monitored AS and ER in double
infections (each with AJ) and AJ in double and triple
infections (with AS, ER, or both). The conversion rates
produced by AJ did not significantly differ depending on
the identity (day PI # competitor genotype: ,2x p 6.158

) or number (day PI # competitor number:P 1 .5

, ) of coinfecting genotypes; therefore, we2x p 7.78 P 1 .59

simplified our analysis to two treatment conditions,
“alone” and “in competition,” for each of the three focal
genotypes.

The existence of competitive suppression is required for
our experimental manipulations, and the asexual densities
for all focal genotypes were significantly reduced in mixed
infections (genotype # day PI # treatment: 2x p14

, ; fig. 2C). As predicted, compared with56.22 P ! .0001

http://www.jstor.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1086/658175&iName=master.img-000.jpg&w=406&h=451
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Figure 2: Analysis of competitive suppression. Competitive suppression of parasites led to reduced investment in reproduction (transmission)
and lower gametocyte density. Shown are the conversion rate (A), gametocyte density (B), and asexual parasite density (C) for three focal
genotypes alone (solid lines) and in competition (dashed lines). Error bars show the SEM for between five and 15 independent infections
per group.

their behavior in single infections (alone), all three ge-
notypes significantly reduced their conversion rates in
mixed infections (in competition), and the magnitude of
this effect varied over the course of infections and between
the genotypes (genotype # day PI # treatment: 2x p14

, ; fig. 2A). Lower gametocytes densities39.59 P ! .0005
were also observed for each focal genotype in mixed in-
fections (genotype # day PI # treatment: ,2x p 59.0814

; fig. 2B). In addition to the effect of competition,P ! .0001
conversion rates also had a significant negative correlation
with the overall densities of parasites in infections
( , ), but there was no significant cor-2x p 10.56 P ! .0051

relation between conversion rates and red blood cell den-
sity ( , ) or the proportion of red blood2x p 0.03 P p .871

cells that were reticulocytes ( , ).2x p 2.58 P p .111

Resource Availability

Because our single-infection data suggested that gameto-
cyte investment is related to the availability of red blood
cell resources but our competition data suggested that
competition per se is more important, we investigated
whether resources influence the strategies of competing
parasites in more depth. We focused on the data from
mixed infections to test whether the conversion rate for
each parasite cohort correlated with the density of available
red blood cells. Because we found no significant difference
in the conversion rates for AJ and ER ( ,2x p 3.66 P 13

), we simplified our analysis to group these genotypes.1
together. For all genotypes, there was a positive correlation
between the density of available red blood cells and con-

http://www.jstor.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1086/658175&iName=master.img-001.jpg&w=464&h=360
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version rate, and this effect was greater for AS than for
AJ/ER (genotype # resource availability: ,2x p 12.01 P !1

, AS estimated slope p [ ],–5 –5.0005 4.46 # 10 �1.26 # 10
AJ/ER estimated slope p [ ]).–6 –74.08 # 10 �5.42 # 10

Discussion

Testing the assumption that reproduction is costly and
trades off against investment in survival is a challenge in
evolutionary biology because of potentially confounding
effects of differential survival of individuals that vary in
quality, multiple components of reproductive investment
(e.g., egg provisioning and parental care), decline through
senescence, and performance improvement as individuals
gain experience. Malaria parasites do not have these com-
plexities and genotypes can be tested in different environ-
ments, thus providing a novel system with which to test
life-history theory (Reece et al. 2009). Our analyses reveal
significant patterns of genetic variation and phenotypic
plasticity (figs. 1, 2) in the reproductive effort of malaria
parasites. Our experiment also demonstrates, across several
genotypes, that investment in gametocytes is facultatively
reduced when parasites experience mixed infections (fig.
2) and that this response is influenced by resource
availability.

Adopting a reproductive-restraint strategy in competi-
tion (fig. 2) is predicted to enable parasites to maximize
their share of exploitable resources in mixed infections
(Mideo and Day 2008). Despite the widespread occurrence
of genetically mixed infections in natural populations, how
in-host competition shapes plasticity in parasite life-
history trade-offs is rarely considered (but see Wargo et
al. 2007b). Parasites in mixed infections experience com-
petitive suppression, which could be due to direct (ex-
ploitation) competition for resources such as red blood
cells (Mideo and Day 2008) or to apparent competition
in which the presence of another genotype results in cross-
reactive immune responses that are damaging for both
genotypes (McKenzie and Bossert 1998). Diverting in-
vestment away from gametocytes and into asexual repli-
cation, as observed in our experiment, benefits parasites
experiencing both types of competition. The “safety in
numbers” afforded by reproductive restraint may enable
parasites to withstand attack from cross-reacting immune
responses as well as maximize the ability to compete for
resources. Interactions between these different forms of
competition are well known in predator-prey ecology; the
presence of a competitor can both reduce food availability
and increase predator numbers (Holt 1977; Jones et al.
2009). Disentangling the relative influences of exploitation
and apparent competition is challenging. Our experiment
was not designed to test for apparent competition, but our
mixed-infection data suggest that exploitation competition

plays a role, given that conversion rates were positively
correlated with the availability of red blood cell resources.

Reducing investment in gametocytes as a response to
competition is predicted to maximize competitive ability,
but the parasites in our experiment—like all other mixed-
infection experiments with this model system—still ex-
perienced suppression (fig. 2C). Does this suggest that the
parasites did not benefit from adopting reproductive re-
straint, or would they have been even more suppressed
without this strategy? Quantifying the effects of repro-
ductive restraint on competitive ability requires comparing
the extent of suppression experienced by parasites that can
and cannot reduce their gametocyte investment. Measur-
ing the fitness consequences of investment decisions is
difficult, but one way to achieve this would be through
identifying the mechanism used to detect coinfecting com-
petitors and manipulating parasites to be unable to re-
spond. The costs and benefits of altering gametocyte in-
vestment will also depend on aspects of parasite ecology
and population biology. For example, parasites restricted
to infecting a specific age class of red blood cells may face
more severe resource limitation in competition than do
more generalist parasites (Reece et al. 2005). Resource lim-
itation may occur during periods of anemia, but for par-
asites that can infect reticulocytes anemia may signal an
imminent influx of resources, making reproductive re-
straint the best short-term solution. Another important
aspect of the trade-off between current and future repro-
duction concerns opportunities for transmission to mos-
quitoes and the type of hosts to which parasites will be
transmitted (Day 2002; Alizon and van Baalen 2008; Reece
et al. 2009). For example, in-host survival may be suffi-
ciently important to constrain gametocyte investment to
low levels in areas with irregular or low transmission or
if there is a high probability that the next host already
harbors competing parasites (Vardo et al. 2007).

In contrast to our data, most previous studies have dem-
onstrated that parasites do not adopt reproductive restraint
when experiencing stress. For example, parasites are
known to produce more gametocytes when exposed to
subcurative doses of antimalarial drugs, anemia, or
changes in the age of available red blood cells (Trager and
Gill 1992; Buckling et al. 1997, 1999a; Reece et al. 2005).
Most explanations assume that these changes in the in-
host environment cause sufficient reduction in parasite
survival to induce terminal investment in reproduction
(Buckling et al. 1997, 1999a; Stepniewska et al. 2004; Pea-
tey et al. 2009). However, reproductive restraint has now
been observed in response to low doses of drugs (Reece
et al. 2010), and the influx of reticulocytes during anemia
may benefit parasites that can use this resource (Reece et
al. 2005). Therefore, we suggest that changes in the in-
host environment should be evaluated in the context of
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parasite ecology to interpret whether changes in game-
tocyte investment are due to reproductive restraint, ter-
minal investment, or a response to increased resources.
More broadly, the ability of parasites to fine tune game-
tocyte investment in response to subtle changes in their
in-host environment highlights the importance of mea-
suring and accounting for variation in these parameters
when investigating the effects of experimental manipula-
tions on parasite behavior.

Few studies (but see Buckling et al. 1999b; Wargo et al.
2007b) have formally tested whether genetic variation in
patterns of gametocyte densities are due to different in-
vestment strategies or are simply by-products of variation
in asexual stage densities. By using a bank of six genotypes
and monitoring infections initiated with the same starting
dose in immunologically naive hosts, we have demon-
strated genetic variation in reproductive investment (fig.
1). The explanations for this variation are not yet known;
investment patterns are not related to the virulence rank-
ings of the genotypes (Mackinnon and Read 1999) or to
competitive ability (Bell et al. 2006). Alternatively, there
may be genetic variation for the range of red blood cell
ages that parasites can invade and utilize (Antia et al. 2008;
Mideo et al. 2008). However, while our data revealed that
gametocyte investment is positively correlated with the
abundance of mature and immature red blood cells, we
did not find any G # E interactions for this pattern.
Because Plasmodium chabaudi is in general able to infect
all ages of circulating red blood cells, all genotypes may
simply be able to afford greater investment in gametocytes
when resources are abundant (Reece et al. 2005).

To investigate whether resource availability matters in
competition, we focused only on the mixed infections and
asked whether the conversion rates for each cohort cor-
related with the density of uninfected red blood cells. We
predicted that gametocyte investment would be positively
correlated with available resources. Data on all three of
our genotypes (AS, AJ, and ER) supported this prediction
and demonstrated genetic variation in these patterns be-
cause the slope for this correlation was greater for AS than
for AJ and ER. Why this genetic variation exists is unclear,
but it could be related to competitive ability given that AJ
and ER are known to be superior competitors relative to
AS (Bell et al. 2006). This could be tested by initiating
infections with competing genotypes at different densities
and frequencies in hosts with manipulated levels of anemia
to span a broader range of competitive suppression and
resource availability. Such experiments, ideally combined
with modeling, could also reveal whether decisions span
the continuum from reproductive restraint to terminal
investment and how parasites respond to different stresses
that affect the proliferation rate.

Explaining how parasites respond to changes in their
in-host environment is important for understanding pat-
terns of virulence and transmission. All else being equal,
when parasites decrease investment in gametocytes, rela-
tively more of the host-damaging asexual stages are pro-
duced. Thus, by most measures a strain that shifts in-
vestment away from gametocytes is likely to be more
“virulent” (Mideo and Day 2008). In light of this, our
results are also in agreement with a large body of theory
on virulence evolution predicting that in mixed infections
parasites are selected to become less prudent (Frank 1994,
1996). Furthermore, if medically relevant parasite species
adopt reproductive restraint in response to in-host com-
petition, selection could be strong enough to fix parasite
investment in gametocytes at a low level where mixed
infections are common. If so, these parasites would have
a greater capacity to cause disease when released from
competition—for example, as a result of evolving drug
resistance and the removal of sensitive competitors by drug
treatment (de Roode et al. 2004a; Wargo et al. 2007a).

Translating the results from our model system to human
malaria parasites, especially Plasmodium falciparum, may
be complicated by differences in the traits that underlie
virulence. For example, in contrast to P. chabaudi, rosetting
is a virulence trait in P. falciparum, but occurrence of this
phenotype also correlates with parasitemia (Rowe et al.
2002). If P. falciparum responds to competition in the same
way as P. chabaudi, we expect hosts to harbor infections
made up of fewer gametocytes relative to asexual parasites
in regions of endemicity, where mixed infections are fre-
quent. There is some evidence that P. falciparum game-
tocyte densities are lower in areas of endemicity and in
older individuals (Drakeley et al. 2006). A proposed ex-
planation for these trends is that immunity develops more
rapidly to gametocytes than to asexual stages and that
stronger responses develop in areas of endemicity and in
older patients (Drakeley et al. 2006). However, we suggest
a possible alternative explanation—that infections in areas
of endemicity and older hosts are more likely to contain
a mixture of genotypes. Now that tools to measure genetic
diversity in natural infections are available, it should be
possible to test these hypotheses.

Reciprocal competitive suppression is well known in our
rodent malaria system (Taylor et al. 1997a; Paul et al. 2002;
de Roode et al. 2004b, 2005a, 2005b; Bell et al. 2006; Rå-
berg et al. 2006), but interactions between coinfecting
clones may be more complex in P. falciparum infection.
Parasite interactions may span from facilitation (e.g., via
changes in the age structure of red blood cells; McQueen
2006), to no effect on each other, to direct competition
for resources (e.g., red blood cells; de Roode et al. 2005a),
and these interactions can be intensified or alleviated by
cross-reactive immune responses (Gupta et al. 1994; Gil-
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bert et al. 1998; Barclay et al. 2008). For example, molec-
ular data suggest that proportions of different clones
within mixed infections can fluctuate over time, suggesting
that multiple clones are not always present in the circu-
lation (Babiker et al. 1998). This may also mean that
whether a clone appears to be a good or a poor competitor
is context dependent. Understanding these interactions in
natural settings is a huge challenge, but given that there
is much variation in the population ecology of human
malaria parasites, they offer an attractive system for the
study of mixed infections.

In conclusion, the gametocyte investment patterns we
observed are predicted by evolutionary theory for life his-
tories and demonstrate that parasites alter their investment
in in-host replication (survival) relative to that in between-
host transmission (reproduction) in response to compe-
tition. That competitive ability and resource abundance
also mediate this trade-off adds considerable support to
the hypothesis that parasites evaluate their social and in-
host environments and respond adaptively (Reece et al.
2009). Our findings also suggest that the answer to the
long-standing question of why so few transmission stages
are produced (Taylor and Read 1997) is that in most nat-
ural infections the importance of investing in within-host
survival constrains parasites to low investment in repro-
duction. The extent to which individuals display pheno-
typic plasticity in their reproductive effort depends on the
fitness benefits of different life-history strategies, the costs
and limits of assessing the relevant environmental or in-
ternal parameters, and constraints on the range of in-
vestment strategies that can be adopted (de Witt et al.
1998). If the proximate mechanisms underlying pheno-
typic plasticity in malaria parasites can be identified, it
may be possible to manipulate their behavior in clinically
and epidemiologically beneficial ways.
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